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10 Abstract

11 Microbial communities are pervasive in the natural environment, associated with many animal hosts, 

12 and of increasing importance in biotechnological applications. The complexity of these microbial 

13 systems makes the underlying mechanisms driving their dynamics difficult to identify. While 

14 experimental meta-OMICS techniques are routinely applied to record the inventory and activity of 

15 microbiomes over time, it remains difficult to obtain quantitative predictions based on such data. 

16 Mechanistic, quantitative mathematical modeling approaches hold the promise to both provide 

17 predictive power and shed light on cause-effect relationships driving these dynamic systems.

18 We introduce µbialSim (pronounced “microbialsim”), a dynamic Flux-Balance-Analysis-based (dFBA) 

19 numerical simulator which is able to predict the time course in terms of composition and activity of 

20 microbiomes containing 100s of species in batch or chemostat mode. Activity of individual species is 

21 simulated by using separate FBA models which have access to a common pool of compounds, 

22 allowing for metabolite exchange. A novel augmented forward Euler method ensures numerically 
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23 accuracy by  temporarily reducing the time step size when compound concentrations decrease 

24 rapidly due to high compound affinities and/or the presence of many consuming species. We present 

25 three exemplary applications of µbialSim: a batch culture of a hydrogenotrophic archaeon, a 

26 syntrophic methanogenic biculture, and a 773-species human gut microbiome which exhibits a 

27 complex and dynamic pattern of metabolite exchange.

28 Focussing on metabolite exchange as the main interaction type, µbialSim allows for the mechanistic 

29 simulation of microbiomes at their natural complexity. Simulated trajectories can be used to 

30 contextualize experimental meta-OMICS data, and hypotheses on cause-effect relationships driving 

31 community dynamics can be derived based on scenario simulations.

32 µbialSim is implemented in Matlab and relies on the COBRA Toolbox or CellNetAnalyzer for FBA 

33 calculations. The source code is available under the GNU General Public License v3.0 at 

34 https://git.ufz.de/UMBSysBio/microbialsim.

35 Introduction

36 Microbial communities are ubiquitous in nature, thriving in diverse habitats ranging from the deep 

37 subsurface [1] over digestive tracts of higher animals [2] to the upper troposphere [3]. They are self-

38 organizing entities which both modulate the environment they are embedded in, as well as their own 

39 constituents in terms of abundance of individual member populations. Typical natural and 

40 engineered microbiomes engage in numerous metabolic and non-metabolic interactions and contain 

41 a large fraction of not-yet cultured species. The resulting complexity makes microbiomes notoriously 

42 difficult to study. Meta-OMICS techniques help to uncover the metabolic potential and current 

43 activity of microbiomes. However, most analyses based on such data remains observational in nature 

44 and cannot be used to derive quantitative predictions. The mathematical modeling of microbiomes 

45 holds the promise to move from observation to a more quantitative understanding of microbiome 

46 dynamics and underlying mechanisms [4–7].
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47 Focusing on metabolic interaction, a number of dynamic community modeling approaches have been 

48 proposed in which activity of individual species is modeled using constraint-based techniques based 

49 on genome-scale metabolic network reconstructions [8]. Some of these approaches require the 

50 definition of a secondary community objective in addition to the standard growth maximization 

51 objective for individual species (e.g., d-OptCom, [9]), a priority list of objectives (DFBAlab [10]), or a 

52 pre-allocation of compounds to competing species [11]. Other models additionally allow for 

53 parameter calibration (MCM [12]), or for the inclusion of space either simulating populations 

54 (COMETS [13], MetaFlux [14]) or individual microbial cells following a rule-based approach 

55 (BacArena, [15]). With the exception of the last approach, typically only microbiomes of few species 

56 have been considered in simulations yet. In order to be able to mirror the diversity of natural 

57 microbiomes, we developed µbialSim. Our simulator is based on the dynamic Flux-Balance-Analysis 

58 approach and does not require the definition of any additional objectives or the pre-allocation of 

59 compounds. It allows for the simulation of well-mixed microbiomes of high diversity under batch and 

60 chemostat conditions with high numerical accuracy due to a novel numerical integration scheme.

61 Design and Implementation

62 Overview
63 In order to simulate the fate and metabolic activity of a microbial community we follow the 

64 compartmentalized approach in which activity and growth of individual species is modeled by 

65 separate genome-scale metabolic network models following the Flux-Balance-Analysis approach 

66 (FBA, [16]). All species have access to a common set of pool compounds. This allows for competition 

67 between species as they try to consume the same pool compound and cross-feeding if one species 

68 produces a pool compound another is able to use for growth. Instead of restricting analysis to steady 

69 state dynamics for which the community composition must be defined as a model input (e.g., 

70 [17,18]), we follow the dynamic FBA approach [19] in order to be able to simulate dynamic shifts in 

71 microbiomes as a consequence of the system’s dynamics. In this approach, the steady-state 
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72 assumption underlying FBA is assumed to hold true for the duration of the numerical integration 

73 step. FBA-computed growth and compound exchange rates are then used to update the state 

74 variables of the model which encompass microbial biomass and pool compound concentrations. 

75 µbialSim is implemented as Matlab code and relies on either the COBRA Toolbox [20] or 

76 CellNetAnalyzer [21] for performing FBA computations. This allows for the easy incorporation of FBA 

77 models prepared with either softwares in a community model. Space is neglected in the model, 

78 hence assuming a well-mixed environment similar to a well-stirred bioreactor. Both batch and 

79 chemostat operation can be simulated. Both compounds and microbial populations can be defined to 

80 be part of the bioreactor inflow.

81 Mathematical description

82 The system state is given by (C, X), with C = (C1,…,Cm) referring to the concentrations (in mM) of m 

83 pool compounds present in the bioreactor and X = (X1,…,Xn) referring to the abundance (in gDW/L) of 

84 n microbial populations. For each of these populations, the exchange reactions in their metabolic 

85 network model which describe the transport of a metabolite across the cell membrane need to be 

86 identified. Not all of these reactions need to be coupled to pool compounds. For example 

87 metabolites assumed not to be growth-limiting can be ignored. With k the number of coupled 

88 exchange reactions for species j, coupReacj = (r1,…,rk) records the reaction IDs of the respective 

89 exchange reactions,  coupCompj=(idxi,…, idxk) the indices of the corresponding compounds in C, 

90 coupSensej=(si,…, sk) the directionality of the exchange reaction with the reaction proceeding in the 

91 forward direction indicating metabolite excretion for s = 1 and metabolite uptake for s = -1, 

92 coupVmaxj the maximal uptake fluxes, and coupKsj the corresponding Monod constants (see below).

93 The dynamics of the system is then given by two sets of ordinary differential equations. Microbial 

94 dynamics for species j is given by

𝑑𝑋𝑗

𝑑𝑡 = (𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑗 ‒ 𝑋𝑗)

𝑞
𝑉 + µ𝑗𝑋𝑗

(Equation 1)
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95 with microbial concentration in the inflow Xi
inflow (gDW/L), flow rate q (L/h), bioreactor volume V (L), 

96 and specific growth rate µi (1/h). The dynamics of pool compound i in the bioreactor is given by

𝑑𝐶𝑖

𝑑𝑡 = (𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑖 ‒ 𝐶𝑖)

𝑞
𝑉 +

𝑛

∑
𝑗 = 1,𝑖 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑗

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑘 ‒ 𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑗
𝑘 × 𝑣 𝑗

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑗
𝑘 × 𝑋𝑗

(Equation 2)

97 with inflow concentration Ci
inflow (mM) and flux of the exchange reaction vi

j (mmol/gDW/h) which is 

98 the i-th reaction of the j-th species.

99 The specific growth rates µ and exchange fluxes v are derived by solving individual FBA problems for 

100 all species individually. For this purpose, current compound concentrations in the bioreactor need to 

101 be translated to maximal allowable uptake rates. This is commonly done by assuming Monod-type 

102 kinetics. For the i-th exchange reaction of species j which is coupled to pool compound coupCompj
i, 

103 the current maximal uptake rate is given by

.𝑣 𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒, 𝑖 =  𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗

𝑖

𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑗
𝑖

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐾𝑠𝑗
𝑖 + 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑗

𝑖

(Equation 3)

104 Numerical integration scheme

105 While µbialSim can make use of Matlab solvers for numerically integrating Equations 1-2 (options 

106 solverPars.solverType and solverPars.solver), the computational costs quickly 

107 becomes prohibitive for more complex microbial communities. Instead, we have implemented a 

108 novel augmented forward Euler method in µbialSim. The forward Euler method uses the system state 

109 at time t, evaluates Equations 1-2 and uses computed rates to derive the system state at time t + Δt, 

110 with Δt being the integration step size:

𝑋(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑋(𝑡) + ∆𝑡 ×
𝑑𝑋(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡 ,

.𝐶(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝐶(𝑡) + ∆𝑡 ×
𝑑𝐶(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡

(Equation 4)
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111 For syntrophic interactions such as in syntrophic propionate degradation (see Example 2), a 

112 compound produced by one species (here: hydrogen), needs to be quickly consumed by the 

113 syntrophic partner (here: a methanogenic archaeon) as propionate degradation is 

114 thermodynamically only feasible for low hydrogen concentrations. This means that typically, the 

115 partner features an effective uptake of the compound with a small Ks value in Equation 3. As 

116 consumption can become much faster than production, a very negative rate for hydrogen may result 

117 in Equation 2. This can lead to the computation of negative concentrations during an integration step 

118 (Equation 4). Similarly, this can also be caused by many species competing for a highly attractive 

119 compound. Simply setting negative values to zero in each integration step induces a numerical error. 

120 Instead, choosing a smaller integration step size can solve this problem, but might significantly 

121 prolong simulation time. Hence, in µbialSim the integration step size is reduced only temporarily 

122 whenever this situation occurs in order to avoid numerical error at an affordable increase in 

123 computational cost. The time step size is reduced in such a way that the concentration of compound 

124 o at the next time step is close to its steady-state concentration under the assumption that the 

125 production process remains constant. We first identify all species which are either producing or 

126 consuming compound o. We then compute the current total production rate p and the current total 

127 uptake rate u for the compound by summing across the identified species. Additionally, let f describe 

128 the current rate of concentration change for compound o due to a prescribed flow if a chemostat is 

129 simulated. The steady-state condition is then given by p = u - f. Treating p as fixed, we find that the 

130 right-hand side of this equation depends on the compound concentration Co when combining 

131 Equations 2 and 3:

.𝑢 ‒ 𝑓 = ∑
𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠|𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗| 𝐶𝑜

𝐾𝑠𝑗 + 𝐶𝑜
× 𝑋𝑗 ‒ (𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑜 ‒ 𝐶𝑜)𝑞
𝑉

(Equation 5)

132 Under the assumption that compound o is the growth-limiting factor for the second species (i.e., the 

133 maximal uptake rate is indeed realized) and that growth remains viable for smaller concentrations, 

134 the steady-state concentration C*
o for compound o can be found by reducing concentration Co  in 
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135 Equation 5 until p = u(C*
o) - f(C*

o). The time step size Δt which leads Co(t + Δt) to be evaluated to C*
o 

136 can then be computed with the help of Equation 4 to:

∆𝑡 = (𝐶 ∗
𝑜 ‒ 𝐶𝑜(𝑡)) 𝑑𝐶𝑜(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡 .
(Equation 6)

137 If for more than one chemical compound negative concentrations were calculated using the default 

138 time step size, for each of these compounds the described scheme is applied and ultimately the 

139 smallest time step size used. We note that reducing the time step size does not require the 

140 recomputation as FBA problems, as only Δt changes in Equation 4. For the next time step, the default 

141 time step size is restored. Compounds which required the reduction of the time step size are flagged 

142 as strongly consumed compounds, as their consumption rate surpassed their production rate. In 

143 order to avoid oscillatory behavior for these compounds, µbialSim allows to additionally restrict the 

144 time step size in subsequent iteration steps such that the concentration change of these compounds 

145 does not surpass a given threshold (parameter solverPars.maxDeviation). If negative 

146 biomass concentrations occur, the time step size is reduced such that the biomass concentration is at 

147 most reduced by a factor of two. The flowchart in Fig 1 depicts the complete algorithmic logic of the 

148 augmented forward Euler method implemented in µbialSim.
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149

150 Fig 1. The augmented forward Euler scheme implemented in µbialSim. In each numerical 

151 integration step, first the FBA solutions are computed for all member species of the simulated 

152 microbiome. The new system state is then computed using obtained rates and the default time step 

153 size. If negative concentration values for biomasses or compounds occur, the time step size is 

154 reduced as required.
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155 Features
156 FBA computations can have non-unique solutions such that different flux distributions lead to the 

157 same maximal growth rate. In dFBA simulations, this can cause discontinuities in intracellular fluxes 

158 over time. To avoid this, µbialSim implements two features which can individually or in tandem be 

159 activated. The first feature is a secondary optimization step which seeks to realize the optimal 

160 growth rate as determined by the initial FBA computation, but with minimal fluxes, known as 

161 parsimonious FBA [22]. The second feature tries to realize the optimal growth rate by a flux 

162 distribution that most resembles the flux distribution which was active in the last integration step, a 

163 methodology similar to the minimization of metabolic adjustment approach (MOMA, [23]) which has 

164 been applied in the context of dFBA before [24]. Simulation results can be stored at each integration 

165 step in individual files or in a single result file at the end of the simulation. The former feature 

166 (parameter solverPars.recording) is helpful for complex simulations as simulated data is not 

167 lost in case of unforeseen server downtimes or other computational calamities. A subsequent 

168 simulator run can use the saved data to initialize the simulator and continue the interrupted 

169 simulation run (parameter solverPars.readInitialStateFrom).

170 As loading SBML files and preparing the corresponding data structures can take a while for complex 

171 microbiomes, the data structures of the loaded models can be saved as a single file and be used in 

172 subsequent simulation runs to speed up initialization (parameter 

173 solverPars.saveLoadedModelToFile).

174 Once the simulation is done, µbialSim computes the overall activity during the simulation for all 

175 exchange fluxes of all species (including both exchange reactions which were coupled to pool 

176 compounds and those which were not) if desired (parameter solverPars.doMassBalance). 

177 This indicates the total compound turnover per species in terms of compound production minus 

178 consumption (in mM), and the resulting increase in biomass concentration (in gDW/L). Additionally, 

179 three figures to visualize the simulation result are automatically generated. The first figure gives a 

180 quick overview over the temporal evolution of all microbial biomass concentrations and all pool 
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181 compound concentrations over time. In the second figure, all biomass concentrations are plotted in 

182 one panel as an offset to the initial biomass concentration, to make dynamics easy to inspect for 

183 species having very different initial biomass concentrations, and individual panels for each pool 

184 compound. The third figure contains two panels for each microbial species and shows the evolution 

185 of coupled exchange reactions, and exchange reactions which were not coupled. Only non-zero 

186 exchange fluxes are shown.

187 Setting up and running a microbiome simulation

188 The bioreactor and its operational parameters are defined in the function 

189 reactorDefinition_*.m. Here, the reactor volume, flow rate, and the list of pool compounds 

190 is defined. Additionally, initial concentrations for compounds and biomasses are specified, as well as 

191 their concentration in the inflow in case a chemostat is to be simulated.

192 Loading a FBA model of an individual species of the microbiome to be simulated is recommended to 

193 be done in two steps. First, the model is loaded by using the appropriate commands of either the 

194 COBRA Toolbox or CellNetAnalyzer in the Matlab function prepareFBAmodel_*.m. After loading, 

195 if necessary, general constraints on particular reactions can be set, for example to implement a 

196 particular scenario. Next, the reaction IDs of the biomass reaction and the non-growth associated 

197 maintenance reaction (NGAM) need to be specified. Reaction IDs refer to their running order in the 

198 SBML file (or corresponding CellNetAnalyzer data structure). Furthermore, all exchange reactions 

199 need to be identified by their IDs and their directionality, that means whether a positive 

200 flux  indicates compound secretion (Sense = 1) or compound uptake (Sense = -1). Finally the 

201 subset of exchange reactions are identified, which will be coupled to pool compounds present in the 

202 bioreactor in the vector IDs. The mapping of coupled reactions to reactor compounds is done in the 

203 vector reactorCompoundIDs of length k, with k indicating the number of coupled reactions. The 

204 entry at the i-th position specifies for the i-th coupled reaction, as defined before in the vector IDs, 

205 the index of the reactor compound (referring to vector reactor.compounds) to which the 
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206 exchange reaction is coupled. After this general setup of the FBA model, model parameters are 

207 defined in the second step in the function parametrizeFBAmodel_*.m. Here, the values for 

208 NGAM, and vmax and KS to define uptake kinetics for all coupled compounds are set.

209 Finally, the target simulation time, default time step size and other options (see Features) and 

210 numerical accuracy parameters are set in the main simulator file microbialSimMain.m.

211 Results

212 We present three exemplary applications of µbialSim simulating batch growth of a monoclonal 

213 hydrogenotrophic culture, a syntrophic biculture transforming propionate to methane, and a 773 

214 species human gut microbiome. In all examples, a bioreactor volume of 1 L and a default time step 

215 size of Δtdefault = 0.002 h was chosen. The simulation end time was set to ttarget = 1 h for the mono- and 

216 binary culture, and to 0.3 h for the human microbiome example. All simulations were run in Matlab 

217 R2018a on an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-4620 v2@2.6GHz with 32 cores. Up to 64GB of RAM were 

218 required to simulate the 773 species microbiome.

219 Batch culture of Methanococcus maripaludis

220 A batch culture of the hydrogenotrophic methanogen M. maripaludis was simulated using an 

221 established genome-scale FBA model [25]. The archaeon transforms H2 and CO2 to CH4. Excess CO2 

222 was provided such that H2 was the growth limiting factor. Model parameters and initial conditions 

223 are listed in Table 1. Simulation results show an almost linear growth of M. maripaludis until t = 0.6 h 

224 when H2 becomes depleted and growth stops (Fig 2). Simulations using Matlab’s ODE solver ode15s 

225 and the novel augmented forward Euler method lead to identical results (Fig 2) with comparable 

226 simulation times (2.2 minutes for Matlab’s solver and 3.4 minutes for the Euler method).

227
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228 Table 1. Model parameters and initial conditions for Example 1.

Model parameters for M. maripaludis model iMR539 Initial conditions

µ (1/d) vmax a 

(mmol/

gDW/h)

Ks (mM) NGAM 

(mmol 

ATP/gDW/h)

Biomass 

(gDW/L)

H2 (mM) CO2 (mM)

2.1 [26] 189.3 4.375  10-4 [26] 5.1176 [25] 1.0  10-4 0.01 1.0

229 aWas choosen such that the maximal FBA-predicted growth rate matched the specific growth rate µ 

230 reported in first table column.

231

232 Fig 2. Simulating a hydrogenotrophic batch culture. A M. maripaludis population converts H2 and 

233 CO2 to CH4 until H2 becomes depleted. Both Matlab’s ode15s ODE solver (lines) and µbialSim’s novel 

234 augmented forward Euler method (symbols, every 15th data point is plotted) lead to identical 

235 results.
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236 Co-culture of Syntrophobacter fumaroxidans and Methanospirillum 

237 hungatei

238 The syntrophic conversion of propionate to methane was simulated by using a binary FBA model 

239 community of S. fumaroxidans and M. hungatei which has previously been simulated at steady state 

240 [18]. Model parameters are listed in Table 2, choosing an initial relative biomass ratio of 3:4 (M. 

241 hungatei:S. fumaroxidans) as previously [18]. Initial compound concentrations were set to 20 mM for 

242 propionate, 0.9561 µM for H2 and 8.215 µM for CO2 which was considered not to be growth limiting 

243 for the methanogen. Being produced by S. fumaroxidans and quickly consumed by M. hungatei, H2 

244 was flagged as a strongly consumed compound in the simulation. The time step size became reduced 

245 and reached a minimum just prior to the depletion of H2 as growth of S. fumaroxidans ceased due to 

246 low propionate concentrations at t = 0.76 h (Fig 3). Except for H2, simulation results agreed well if 

247 using Matlab’s ODE solver or the novel numerical Euler scheme. For H2, minor fluctuations around 

248 the ODE result were apparent when using the Euler scheme (Fig 3). Most notably, the final H2 

249 concentration was 0 instead of the ODE predicted (small) concentration of 43.9 pM. Simulation times 

250 remained below 30 minutes for both Matlab’s ODE solver (9.7 minutes) and the augmented forward 

251 Euler method (22.6 minutes).

252

253

254

255

256

257

258
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259 Table 2. Model parameters and initial biomass concentrations for Example 2.

Model µ (1/d) vmax a 

(mmol/gD

W/h)

Ks (mM) NGAM (mmol 

ATP/gDW/h)

Initial biomass 

(gDW/L)

S. 

fumaroxidans 

iSfu648

0.15 [27] 1.1738 2.7 [28] 0.14 [18] 28.57

M. hungatei 

iMhu428

1.2 [27] 27.6 0.006 [27] 0.025 [18] 21.43

260 aWas choosen such that the maximal FBA-predicted growth rate matched the specific growth rate µ 

261 reported in first table column.

262

263 Fig 3. Simulating a binary, syntrophic batch culture. Propionate is utilized by S. fumaroxidans and 

264 converted to acetate, CO2, and H2. M. hungatei then converts CO2 and H2 to CH4. Both Matlab’s 

265 ode15s ODE solver (lines) and µbialSim’s novel augmented forward Euler method (symbols, every 

266 15th data point is plotted) lead to similar results. As H2 is faster consumed than produced, the time 

267 step size gets frequently reduced, most notably just prior to the depletion of propionate after which 

268 growth of both populations ceases.
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269 Human gut microbiome
270 To simulate a human gut microbiome, the AGORA model collection (Version 1.01) comprising 773 

271 microbial human gut species was used [29]. Maximal substrate uptake rates (vmax) were taken from 

272 the individual SBML models, which were configured to mimic a typical western diet [29]. Exchange 

273 reactions in individual models were automatically identified by searching for “EX_” in reaction 

274 names. Pool compounds were automatically configured by considering only those exchange reaction 

275 which had at least one flux boundary which was neither zero nor unlimited, resulting in 166 pool 

276 metabolites if all 773 models are considered in the simulation. Monod constants for compound 

277 uptake were set to 0.01 mM for all pool compounds. Batch growth was simulated by setting initial 

278 pool compound concentrations to 1.0 mM for all compounds, and initial biomass concentration to 

279 0.1 gDW/L for all microbial species. Simulation results (requiring 7.2 days of simulation time using the 

280 augmented forward Euler method) indicate an initial short period of rapid growth which is followed 

281 by a prolonged period of slow growth (Fig. 4).

282

283 Fig 4. Simulating a 773 species gut microbiome with 166 pool compounds. Total biomass growth 

284 slows down as compounds become depleted. Growth for some species ceases early on while others 

285 are able to maintain fast growth rates until the end of the simulation.
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286 Availability and Future Directions

287 µbialSim is licensed under the GNU General Public License v3.0 and available for download at 

288 https://git.ufz.de/UMBSysBio/microbialsim  (or git clone 

289 https://git.ufz.de/UMBSysBio/microbialSim.git). The simulator can make use of 

290 Matlab’s support for parallel loop execution (parfor, option solverPar.parallel) for solving 

291 individual FBA problems in one time step. However, the observed speed-up remained far below the 

292 expectation of an almost linear speed-up. This is due to the non-persistence of worker processes 

293 executing individual loop iterations, requiring the repeated copying of FBA model structures to the 

294 workers’ memory in each time step. A future version of µbialSim shall feature persistent workers to 

295 better utilize current multicore computing architectures. Besides these technical improvements, non-

296 metabolic interactions as well as chemical activity among pool compounds and non-constant 

297 chemostat operating conditions can be implemented in future versions of µbialSim. Furthermore, 

298 reactor headspace and corresponding gas exchange processes can be included to ease comparison of 

299 simulation results with experimental data.
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381 Supplemental Material

382 Installing µbialSim
383 The simulator µbialSim is implemented as Matlab code and can be obtained from the UFZ git server 
384 at https://git.ufz.de/UMBSysBio/microbialsim or via git clone 
385 https://git.ufz.de/UMBSysBio/microbialSim.git. µbialSim can be configured to use 
386 the COBRA Toolbox or CellNetAnalyzer for performing FBA calculations. The provided examples make 
387 use of the former. After installing the COBRA Toolbox, the appropriate path needs to be configured in 
388 lines 87ff in the main simulator file microbialSimMain.m.

389 Simulation output
390 Two files are generated at the end of the simulation with a date and time stamp in the filename 
391 indicating the start of the simulation. Both files hold Matlab data structures. The file 
392 “*_restartInit.mat” records the final state of the simulator and can be used as the initial 
393 conditions to continue the simulation in a subsequent run of µbialSim. The other file holds the 
394 simulated trajectory in the Matlab structure trajectory. The fields time, compounds, 
395 biomass, and mu hold the time, compound concentrations, biomass concentrations, and specific 
396 growth rates for each integration step. The field FBA stores data for each FBA model, including the 
397 temporal dynamics of all metabolic fluxes, and the mass balance for all exchange reactions.

398 Running the examples

399 Example 1: methanogenic monoculture

400 The first example in which batch-culture growth of a single hydrogenotrophic species 
401 (Methanococcus maripaludis) is simulated can be run with the command 
402 microbialSimMain(1). Once the simulation is finished, the trajectory is automatically visualized 
403 in three Matlab figures (Fig S1).
404
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405
406 Fig S1. Automatically generated figure for Example 1. Simulation trajectory showing all microbiome 
407 member species and reactor compounds (Figure 1). Plot of biomass concentration as an offset to the 
408 initial concentration for all microbiome member species and individual plots for all reactor 
409 compounds (Figure 2). Plotting non-zero exchange fluxes over time which are coupled to reactor 
410 compounds (left), or not (right) for all microbiome member species (Figure 3).

411 Example 2: binary syntrophic community

412 Batch-culture growth of binary methanogenic community is started by
413 microbialSimMain(2).
414
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415
416 Fig S2. Automatically generated figure for Example 2. Simulation trajectory showing all microbiome 
417 member species and reactor compounds (Figure 1). Plot of biomass concentration as an offset to the 
418 initial concentration for all microbiome member species and individual plots for all reactor 
419 compounds (Figure 2). Plotting non-zero exchange fluxes over time which are coupled to reactor 
420 compounds (left), or not (right) for all microbiome member species (Figure 3).
421

422 Example 3: human gut microbiome with 773 species

423 Running Example 3 first requires the unpacking of the file AGORA-1.01-Western-Diet.zip 
424 containing the AGORA model collection. Note that for running the simulation with all species, 64GB 
425 of RAM are necessary (loading models as a Matlab data structure after the initial loading as SBML 
426 files cuts memory demand in half). The simulation of batch growth can then be started by 
427 microbialSimMain(3). Simulation time can considerably be reduced by setting the parameter 
428 solverPars.maxDeviation to "inf" in microbialSimMain.m at the expense of 
429 numerical accuracy. Note that also arbitrary subsets of the model collection can be selected for the 
430 simulation (see commented example in the code). 
431
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432
433 Fig S3. Automatically generated figure for Example 3. Simulation trajectory showing all microbiome 
434 member species and reactor compounds (Figure 1). Plot of biomass concentration as an offset to the 
435 initial concentration for all microbiome member species and individual plots for all reactor 
436 compounds (Figure 2). Plotting non-zero exchange fluxes over time which are coupled to reactor 
437 compounds (left), or not (right) for all microbiome member species (Figure 3).
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